


What Problems Does This Solve

• Creates a unique community directed expansion mechanism in DAO 
franchising

• Adds value to retail lines of business

• Reinforces the “Lifestyle Brand” element of real-space Oculis 
properties

• Provides an avenue to encourage customers to engage with us 
directly rather than through marketplace platforms (AirBnB, VRBO, 
etc.)



Makes reserving space on a 
campus more compelling

Allows community members to 
interact with Oculis without 
needing a reservation

Provides a sense of 
community

Creates a unique 
Community expansion 
mechanism in DAO 
franchisingRemoves the “corporate” 

feeling of franchising

Creates additional real 
estate value 

Creates additional sources of 
income

Builds a new model for the 
hospitality industry 

Creates transparency for 
investors

Gives guests a taste before 
arriving on campus

It makes the investment in 
Oculis accessible to everyone

Makes it simple to create a 
reward/fidelity system 

Makes it easy for franchisees to 
raise capital on their own Harnesses the “Wisdom of the Crowds”

Q. WHY ?



What Does This Look Like?

• Oculis builds metaverse NFTs that tie back to non-fungible assets in 
the real world (so partial ownership in a dome gets you a virtual 
dome NFT, buying a t-shirt gets you a t-shirt NFT, etc.)

• All NFTs are build on blockchains using Proof of Stake (POS) 
technology to ensure Oculis’s commitment to sustainability isn’t 
undermined. Leading candidates right now are Cardano (ADA) and 
Solana (SOL).

• Shares in Oculis DAO franchises and any merchandise purchased at a 
real world Oculis location bestows an NFT of that item in the 
metaverse, along with a smart contract bestowing certain legal rights 
to the real-world asset it represents.



HOW TO INVEST 

Purchases of physical assets such as interest in Oculis: Mountain Side 
campuses via DAO franchising, or limited run merchandise sold on 
Oculis: Mountain Side campuses include NFT metaverse equivalents.

Repeat adding new metaverse lots for different 
locations 



What’s the Benefit

• Because metaverse assets are tied to real-world assets it 
• A.) confers rights over real world assets (partial stake in real estate, design of 

an article of clothing, etc.)
• B.) assures rarity and therefore, value, of assets without relying on Proof of 

Work 

• Allows future Oculis locations to benefit from “the wisdom of the 
crowds” via DAOs

• Allows Oculis to tap into the crypto community for financing as a way 
to accelerate the growth of Oculis in the real world and the adoption 
of more carbon-neutral/carbon-negative construction methods.



Who’s coming ? 

People making reservations in 
the metaverse

Web 3.0 investors

Interact with the Oculis Team

People with a lot of questions 

Potential guests asking how’s the 
powder on the mountain 

Virtual retailers 

Web 3.0 Communities

Interact with other guests without 
leaving your dome

People who  likes the mountains 
the outdoors

People that likes glamping but are 
worried about the weather

People who like to stay in original 
spaces 

People who wants to work in 
nature for a while 

Real estate investors 



Increase of value of the 
digital land/asset/token

Advertisement 

Entertainment/games hosted on the platform

Space rental for metaverse events 

Avatar sales/clothing/digital good

Unit rental 

Food and beverage 

Retail shop  

Special occasions 

Spa/wellness
Metaverse retail 

Revenue Streams

Partnership with crypto lending platforms 


